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  Caravans & Camping
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  Our award-winning caravan and camping park is set in a beautiful Highland location with excellent facilities.
Find out more > 























  
  









  Self Catering
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  Further up the glen, our self catering park occupies a stunning location with fantastic mountain views. 
Find out more > 























  
  









  Food & Drink
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  Come and relax in our nearby Restaurant & Bar.  Perfect after a busy day in the Glen.  
Find out more >























  
  













  Glen Nevis
Staying with us in Glen Nevis gives you access to much more than our self catering and camping parks.
Highland Estate... Our own Highland Estate has grounds extending to over 1000 acres, fishing rights to the River Nevis, a natural woodland regeneration scheme incorporating over 40,000 trees and our own herd of pedigree Highland Cattle.
Historic Glen... Overlooked by the remnants of a vitrified Iron Age fort, Glen Nevis has a long, fascinating history with many historical sites for you to explore.  
Walk, Cycle, Explore... There is a multitude of walks and cycle tracks available right at your doorstep and the path up the mighty Ben Nevis is a short walk away.
Experience Nature...  There is a fascinating diversity of wildlife and natural habitats in Glen Nevis. Red squirrels, otters, golden eagles, salmon, pine martens and many more species live in the forests, rivers and mountains around us.
Film Location... Harry Potter played quidditch here, the opening scenes from Braveheart were filmed here and the movie Highlander used our estate for several set pieces.
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                      Self Catering Holiday Cottages set in the scenic Ben Nevis landscape
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                      Glen Nevis Holidays

                      Glen Nevis Holidays sits nestled at the foot of Meall an t-Suidhe and Ben Nevis in dramatic scenery
by Doug Gillespie
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                      Sgùrr a' Mhàim

                      At a height of 1099m it stands out in the Glen Nevis skyline.
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                      Forestry Track

                      One of many forestry tracks in Glen Nevis.
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                      Mamores

                      View towards the Mamore mountain rage.
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                      Young Highlanders

                      A few of the younger members of our pedigree herd of Highland Cattle.
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                      River Nevis

                      Fed by mountain streams and home to salmon and trout.
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                      Fort Wiliam

                      View of Fort William from Cow Hill.
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                      Dun Dige

                      Little remains of the old clan stronghold.
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                      Steall Falls

                      At the head of Glen Nevis - one of the highest waterfalls in Scotland.
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                      Winter

                      Glen Nevis in the winter.
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                      Highland Cow

                      One of ours!
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                      Buzzard

                      A common sight in Glen Nevis.
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                      Pine Marten

                      Not often seen during the day.
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                      Red Squirrel

                      Our native squirrel, still found in Glen Nevis.
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  Discover Glen Nevis & Meet our Highland Cattle
Join us for a guided walk in Glen Nevis. We'll take you off the beaten track on a route that follows the River Nevis. You'll have the chance to experience nature and learn about the history of Glen Nevis. The route passes through sites that were used in major Hollywood productions and at the end, you'll see our fold of Highland Cattle.























  
  








  
    Guided Walk
  










							


							
								



							


						

					
 

					


	      

	    
 


		    
		      
		        
		          
							
								


  
    
      
        
        
      
    

  

  
    
      
        
        
      
    

  

  
    
      
        
        
      
    

  


							

		          
		        
		        


  hello@glen-nevis.co.uk
01397 702191
Glen Nevis Holidays Ltd. 
Glen Nevis
Fort William
PH33 6SX
© all content copyright Glen Nevis Holidays
Glen Nevis Holidays Ltd. is Registered in Scotland No 92421- VAT No. 297379296
”Glen Nevis” is a Registered Trademark of Glen Nevis Holidays Ltd
View our Privacy Notice























  
  









		      

		    



		  

		
 

		


	